We consider supersymmetric SL(3, R) deformations of various type IIB supergravity backgrounds which exhibit flows away from an asymptotically locally AdS 5 × S 5 fixed point. This includes the gravity dual of the Coulomb branch of N = 1 super Yang Mills theory, for which the deformed superpotential is known. We also consider the gravity duals of twisted field theories which live on various curved backgrounds, such as Minkowski 2 × H 2 , AdS 3 × S 1 and R × S 3 . Some of the deformed theories flow from a four-dimensional N = 1 superconformal UV fixed point to a two-dimensional (2, 2) superconformal IR fixed point. We study nonsupersymmetric generalizations of the deformations of the above Coulomb branch flows.
Introduction
Compactification of type IIB supergravity on a two-torus has an SL(3, R) symmetry which can be used for generating new solutions. This has recently been applied to finding the type IIB supergravity background which, via the AdS/CFT correspondence [1, 2, 3] , corresponds to marginal deformations of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory [4] . The undeformed theory has an isometry group which includes U(1) × U (1) . The deformation on the gravity side can be matched to an exactly marginal operator in the field theory, providing a holographic test of the methods of Leigh and Strassler [5] .
The solution-generating technique can be outlined as follows. First, T-dualize along one of the U(1) directions to type IIA theory. Lifting the solution to eleven dimensions provides a third direction which is associated with a U(1) symmetry. One can now apply an SL(3, R) rotation along these U(1) 3 directions. Dimensionally reducing and T-dualizing along shifted directions yields a new type IIB solution. This procedure can be applied to any solution that has an isometry group which contains U(1) × U (1) . If in addition to this symmetry there is a U(1) R-symmetry, then the deformed solution preserves N = 1 supersymmetry. This method has also been applied to the marginal deformations of the conifold superconformal field theory [4] , as well as the superconformal theories associated to the Y p,q [4] and L p,q,r [6] manifolds 2 . Furthermore, the gravity duals of non-conformal theories, such as those which exhibit renormalization group flows, can also be deformed in this manner. In particular, deformations of the Klebanov-Strassler solution [11] and the 5-brane wrapped on a 2-sphere [12] have been considered in [4] and [13] , respectively 3 . These solutions are useful for understanding the gravity dual of confining gauge theories.
Marginal deformations of eleven-dimensional supergravity solutions with U(1) 3 symmetry have also been studied. The solution-generating technique is analogous to the above type IIB cases. One begins with a solution that has U(1) 3 non-R symmetry. Then one reduces to ten dimensions and T-dualizes to type IIB theory, where one can perform an SL(2, R) transformation with the remaining two U(1) directions and then dualize back to eleven dimensions along the shifted directions 4 . This has been done for initial solutions with geometries of the form AdS 4 × X 7 , which correspond to three-dimensional superconformal field theories. The 2 The Sasaki-Einstein spaces Y p,q and L p,q,r were found in [7, 8] and [9, 10] , respectively. 3 For the latter case, deformations which incorporate one internal direction and one worldvolume direction were also considered. These correspond to dipole deformations [13] . 4 In fact, there is also a direction associated with the U (1) R-symmetry. This can be used to perform a multiple chain of dualities and SL(3, R) transformations resulting in four deformation parameters. However, the deformed solution would be nonsupersymmetric. One could consider an eleven-dimensional solution with a large enough isometry group such that multiple-parameter deformations preserve supersymmetry. case in which X 7 is a 7-sphere was considered in [4] , for which the deformed gauge theory has N = 2 supersymmetry and the exactly marginal deformation operator was identified. The deformed field theory also has N = 2 supersymmetry if X 7 is one of a countably infinite number of Sasaki-Einstein spaces 5 [6] and has N = 1 supersymmetry if X 7 is weak G 2 or tri-Sasakian [16] .
In this paper, we consider deformations of type IIB solutions which are asymptotically locally AdS 5 × S 5 . This implies that the UV limit of the dual gauge theory is the Leigh-Strassler deformation of N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. There is a renormalization group flow away from this conformal fixed point. We consider type IIB solutions which are related to solutions of the U(1) 3 truncation of five-dimensional gauged supergravity by using the dimensional reduction ansätz given in [17] . This implies that, when lifted to ten-dimensional type IIB theory, the isometries includes a U(1) 2 symmetry with which to deform the solution while maintaining a U(1) R-symmetry. That is, at every point along the flow there is locally an S 5 which can be written as a constant U(1) bundle over CP 2 . It is this U(1) direction which corresponds to the U(1) R-symmetry after the deformations, so that the deformed solutions preserve a fraction of supersymmetry everywhere. Non-vanishing U(1) gauge fields in the five-dimensional solutions correspond to nonzero R-symmetry currents in the dual gauge theory. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we consider deformations of a certain region along Coulomb branch of N = 4 super Yang Mills theory at zero temperature, described by D3-branes distributed uniformly on an ellipsoidal shell [18] . Although this Coulomb branch is maximally supersymmetric, conformal symmetry is broken-to be regained only at the UV fixed point. This static gravity solution arises in the extremal limit of rotating black D3-branes. The three rotational parameters ℓ i of the rotating branes become distributional parameters of the ellipsoidal shell. While a stack of coincident D3-branes corresponds to the superconformal origin of the moduli space, moving some of these branes away from each other corresponds to giving expectation values to certain scalar fields. The marginal deformation of AdS 5 × S 5 considered in [4] lies in the UV limit of the deformation of this solution. The introduction of scalar expectation values does not change the superpotential. After the deformation, the superpotential along the Coulomb branch flow is still the same as at the UV fixed point. That is, the deformation yields phases of chiral superfields in the superpotential.
In section 3, we consider deformations of twisted field theories [19] . These theories are twisted since they live on a curved space and are coupled to an SO(6) gauge field. They are described by D3-branes wrapped on a (quotiented) hyperbolic 2-cycle [20] . The corresponding geometry is nonsingular and remains so after the deformations. In the UV limit, the initial geometry is locally AdS 5 × S 5 . The dual field theory exhibits a flow "across dimensions" from a four-dimensional superconformal field theory to a two-dimensional superconformal field theory. While the initial two-dimensional field theory has either (4, 4) or (2, 2) supersymmetry, depending on how the 2-cycle is embedded within the rest of the internal space, the deformed two-dimensional field theory has (2, 2) supersymmetry.
In section 4, we deform various other solutions which are asymptotically locally AdS 5 ×S 5 . All of these solutions were initially obtained in five-dimensional gauged supergravity and then lifted to ten-dimensional type IIB theory. In five dimensions, these solutions correspond to a supersymmetric AdS 5 black hole [21, 22] , a deformation (in the sense of adding U(1) gauge fields) of AdS 5 [23, 24] , an AdS 5 magnetic string [25, 26] and a flux-brane 6 [27] . As we will discuss, some of these solutions have interesting holographic interpretations which are related to the solutions considered in sections 2 and 3.
In section 5, we will discuss deformations which do not preserve any supersymmetry. In this case, there are two possibilities: either the initial solution has supersymmetries which are broken by the deformations or else the initial solution is itself nonsupersymmetric. As examples of both scenarios, we consider a couple of generalizations of the N = 4 Coulomb branch flow [18] discussed in section 2. First we discuss an N = 1 flow [29, 30] which asymptotes to the N = 4 Coulomb branch flow in the UV limit. This solution also encompasses the N = 1 Pilch-Warner flow [31, 32] . Since the deformation involves the direction associated with the U(1) R-symmetry, the resulting solution is nonsupersymmetric. To illustrate the second possibility, we consider a nonsupersymmetric generalization of the N = 4 Coulomb branch flow, which corresponds to the gauge theory being at finite temperature [18] . In this case, there are actually three directions which can be used for the deformations. After pairing these directions up with a chain of dualities and shifts, this yields a solution with six deformation parameters which, in the UV limit, reduces to the solution discussed in [33, 34, 35] . There, it was found that a three-parameter case of the latter solution has an associated string sigma model which is integrable. Nonsupersymmetric deformations have also considered in [13] .
In section 6, we present some suggestions for further directions. We have also included some details of the more complicated solutions in the appendices.
Supersymmetric deformation of the Coulomb branch flow
Rotating black D3-branes 7 have three independent SO(6) rotational parameters ℓ i . In the extremal limit, rotating black D3-branes reduce to a static and continuous D3-brane distribution. The three parameters ℓ i now specify the ellipsoidal shape of the D3-brane distribution [18] . In five dimensions, the near-horizon limit of this solution corresponds [37, 17] to a supersymmetric, charged singularity which is asymptotically AdS 5 8 [38] . The ellipsoidal shell containing the uniform distribution of D3-branes tends to be singular, which could represent a phase transition at the associated scale of the RG flow [18] . Therefore, the supergravity description breaks down around this region.
To better understand this configuration, one can first consider the superconformal origin of the moduli space, which corresponds to a single stack of coincident D3-branes. Since these D3-branes are each in a BPS state, moving them away from each other does not require any additional energy. Therefore, any distribution of these branes is still maximally supersymmetric. However, with the exception of the special case in which the stack is expanded out to a perfectly spherically symmetric distribution, the conformal invariance of the theory is generally broken. Nevertheless, the geometry asymptotes to AdS 5 × S 5 at the UV fixed point, where conformal symmetry is regained. Moving these branes away from each other has another interesting effect. That is, at the superconformal point there are six scalar fields which transform in the vector representation of the SO(6) R-symmetry and the adjoint representation of SU(N), where N is the number of D3-branes. As branes are moved, these scalars take on expectation values. Therefore, the resulting supergravity solution corresponds to a certain region along Coulomb branch of N = 4 super Yang Mills theory at zero temperature [18] .
The introduction of scalar expectation values does not change the superpotential of the theory. After the deformation, the superpotential along the Coulomb branch flow is the same as the marginal deformation of AdS 5 × S 5 [4] , which lies at the UV fixed point. Namely, the deformed superpotential is given by
which in the N = 1 language is a q-deformation of the superpotential preserving N = 1 supersymmetry [5] (See also [39, 40, 41] ). The moduli space of vacua depends on q and the super Yang-Mills coupling is a function of q. For q = 1, the N = 4 theory can be described by an N = 1 theory with three adjoint chiral superfields Φ i coupled through the superpotential W marg (q = 1).
We will now consider the near-horizon limit of the aforementioned distribution of D3branes in detail. The metric and 4-form potential can be written as 9 [18] ds 2
where R = (4πg s N) 1/4 . We have introduced the following quantities
and
This geometry approaches AdS 5 × S 5 as r → ∞, in which case f, g, k, and L i go to 1. The vector representation 6 of SO(6) with respect to the full Cartan subgroup SO(2) 3 decomposes as (2, 1, 1) ⊕ (1, 2, 1) ⊕ (1, 1, 2) [42] . The SO(2) 3 isometry group of above geometry corresponds to U(1) 2 global symmetry generated by ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 and U(1) R R-symmetry generated by ψ of the dual field theory.
Let us write the solution in the form given by equation (A.7) in [4] . That is, the metric is written such that the T 2 symmetry along the ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 directions is explicit:
where
We have explicitly taken the Hodge dual in F (5) to find
Note that dA (2) reduces to 12R 4 c α s 3 α s θ c θ dψ ∧ dα ∧ dθ in asymptotic limit r → ∞, which is consistent with how [4] expressed the potential C (4) in the AdS 5 × S 5 solution. In the above, we have introduced the connection one-forms
By comparing the metric (2.2) with (2.5), the metric functions are given by
where the functions f, g, and h are given in (2.3) and (2.9).
We will now use the deformation formulae presented in the appendix of [4] . The SL(3, R) transformation can be described by the matrix
This transformation is parameterized by the real parameters γ and σ, where β = γ − τ s σ is related to the aforementioned q by q = e 2πiβ . In general, τ s is a complex structure parameter that is related to the gauge coupling and theta parameter of the dual gauge theory.
The transformation of various scalar fields can be obtained by constructing 3 × 3 matrix g T [4] where
We choose the dilaton and axion fields to be vanishing: φ dilaton = χ axion = 0. Then τ s is simply i and β reduces to γ − i σ. However, in general the dilaton and axion can be specified by nonvanishing constants.
Under the SL(3, R) transformation M = gg T goes to M ′ = ΛMΛ T and the corresponding g T transforms as [4] 
Also, the A (2) term in the initial five-form field strength induces additional terms in the deformed two-forms B and C (2) as follows [4] :
By comparing (2.12) with (2.13), one can read off all the deformed fields. By reading off the deformed fields from (A.15) of [4] , we find that the resulting solution can be written (with the metric expressed in the string frame) as
where the metric functions are given by (2.10), the covariant derivatives are defined in (2.8), and dA (2) is given by (2.7). Note that the Hodge dual in F (5) is now taken with respect to the deformed metric.
As can be seen from the above solution, the β-deformation results in turning on the complex 3-form field strength, which is given by (2) . This supports D5 and NS5-branes. As discussed in [4] , in order for the 5-brane charges to be quantized, β should take on fractional values. Also, since the dilaton is no longer constant, the corresponding super Yang-Mills coupling constant runs along the flow.
One can check that the deformed geometry is regular, other than at the singular shell of D3-branes. In fact, it is easy to see that the deformations do not result in additional powerlaw type curvature singularities to the geometry, since there are no new poles in the metric. This is a general statement that applies to this choice of SL(3, R) deformations [4] , including all of the examples discussed in this paper. However, since the initial solution has poles in the metric, one has to check that the deformations do not result in conical singularities. For the present solution, the metric components either blow up or vanish when either s α → 0 or c α → 0, s 2θ → 0. In either case F vanishes, which means that both G and H go to unity. This guarantees that the deformed metric reduces to the original metric near the poles, so that the regularity conditions on coordinate periods are unchanged. We have also checked that all of the fields are single-valued at these poles. These conclusions also apply to the other examples to be discussed.
Supersymmetric deformations of twisted field theories
We will now consider deformations of field theories which live on D3-branes wrapped on H 2 , where H 2 is a (quotiented) hyperbolic 2-cycle [20] . These theories are coupled to an SO (6) gauge field and are known as twisted field theories [19] . In some cases, the corresponding geometry in type IIB supergravity exhibits a smooth flow from an asymptotically locally AdS 5 ×S 5 geometry to a warped product of AdS 3 ×H 2 and an internal space. This corresponds to an RG flow "across dimensions" from a four-dimensional superconformal field theory to a two-dimensional superconformal field theory. The 2-cycle can be embedded within the rest of the internal space in a number of different ways, which corresponds to a certain choice of external SO(6) gauge fields on the worldvolume theory. This dictates the amount of supersymmetry preserved by the two-dimensional theory in the IR. We will consider a general form of the solution as it was presented in [20] which encompasses the cases in which the two-dimensional field theory preserves either (4, 4) or (2, 2) supersymmetry.
First, we will turn to some of the details of the system in five-dimensional gauged supergravity, which involves the metric, a U(1) gauge field and a scalar field which corresponds to turning on an operator in the 20 of SO (6) . Consider an ansätz of the form
along with a scalar field ϕ. The supersymmetry variation equations of the fermionic fields imply that f , g and ϕ obey a system of first-order differential equations, which are written explicitly in [20] . In particular, it was found that taking a = 0 or 1/2 leads to cases in which the two-dimensional field theory has (4, 4) or (2, 2) supersymmetry, respectively. The exact solution found in [20] with (4, 4) supersymmetry actually flows to a singularity in the IR. Also, the equations were only partially solved for the (2, 2) supersymmetric case which smoothly interpolates between local AdS 5 and AdS 3 × H 2 . Smooth interpolations between these conformal fixed points have been found numerically [43] . Solutions which interpolate between local AdS 5 and AdS 3 × S 2 have also been found, although the dual gauge theory has not been discussed. For the case in which the three U(1) gauge fields are all equally-charged and the scalar is constant, there is a exact solution [25, 26] . However, since some fields acquire fractional spins, it is not clear if this solution actually makes any sense [20] . Nevertheless, since deformations of the types of solutions discussed in this section have similar form to this exact solution, we provide details of this in section 4.4.
The system described by (3.1) can be lifted to type IIB theory using the dimensional reduction ansätz in [17] . We can express the resulting ten-dimensional metric in T 2 form as 10
where the various metric functions arẽ 4) and the connection one-forms are
The self-dual five-form field strength is given by
Computing the Hodge dual terms in F (5) explicitly gives the term that is relevant for computing contributions to the C (2) and B fields in the deformed solution. This term is given by
where dA (2) has the form
The F µνλ coefficients are presented in their full glory in appendix A. In the above expression for F (5) and for the rest of the paper, the · · · represent terms which do not include Dϕ 1 ∧ Dϕ 2 in the wedge product. These terms do not contribute to the final two-form fields, as can be seen from the deformation formulae in [4] .
The resulting deformed solution is given by the expression (2.16) along with the 5-form in (3.6). The 5-form is the same as before the deformation except that the Hodge dual is taken with respect to the deformed metric.
Further examples of supersymmetric deformations
We will now consider various backgrounds in type IIB theory which are asymptotically locally (and in some cases globally) AdS 5 × S 5 . On general grounds, one expects that these gravity solutions are dual to four-dimensional super Yang-Mills theories which exhibit RG flows from an N = 4 superconformal fixed point in the UV limit. In all of these examples, the dual field theory lives on a curved background and is coupled to an SO(6) gauge field. Therefore, as in the previous section, such a field theory can be thought of as a twisted field theory. However, the examples in this section have not been matched with previously-known twisted field theories. In sections 4.1 and 4.2, the dual field theory lives on R × S 3 . In sections 4.3 and 4.4, the field theory is on Minkowski 2 × H 2 (like the twisted theories of section 3) and AdS 3 × S 1 , respectively.
Supersymmetric AdS 5 black hole
As we already mentioned, the maximally-supersymmetric continuous distributions of D3branes discussed in section 2 tend to be singular along the surface containing the branes. This means that the corresponding solution in five-dimensional gauged supergravity is actually a naked singularity, rather than a black hole. On the other hand, rotating black D3-branes do correspond to black holes in five dimensions, but these are not supersymmetric. It has only been quite recently that supersymmetric AdS 5 black holes have been known [21] . It is a requirement that there is nonvanishing angular momentum. These solutions were coupled to arbitrarily many abelian vector multiplets in [22] .
For the case in which there is a single gauge field 11 , the supersymmetric AdS 5 black hole solution is given [21] 
.
and ω is a constant. The σ i are left-invariant SU(2) one-forms given by
It has been shown that the above geometry is globally AdS 5 at large distance [21] . This solution can be lifted to ten-dimensional type IIB theory using the ansätz in [17] , which yields
5)
It has been shown that this solution preserves two supersymmetries in type IIB theory [24] At large distance, this solution is dual to an N = 4 superconformal field theory. It is not known if this complete solution can arise in the near-horizon limit of an asymptotically flat D3-brane configuration. However, if it does, then the D3-branes would exhibit rotation in both the transverse space as well as on the worldvolume.
The metric (4.4) can be expressed as
where the 5-metric is given by (4.1) and the metric functions are given by
We have introduced the connection one-forms
Computing the Hodge dual terms in F (5) explicitly gives the term of the form (3.7) which is relevant for computing the deformed two-form fields, where
The resulting deformed solution is given by the expression (2.16) along with the 5-form in (4.4). The 5-form is the same as before the deformation except that the Hodge dual is taken with respect to the deformed metric.
Deformation of AdS 5
A one-parameter family of type IIB solutions that is asymptotically locally AdS 5 × S 5 was found in [23, 24] . This is referred to as deformation of AdS 5 × S 5 by the authors, which is a different type of deformation than the one we are presently implementing. The metric has the form (4.4) with ds 2 5 given by
where V (r) = 1 + r 2 /R 2 , 11) and the σ i and µ i are given by (4.3) and (4.5), respectively. There is also a self-dual five-form field given by
This solution preserves two supersymmetries of type IIB theory [24] . When the parameter f vanishes, the above geometry reduces to AdS 5 × S 5 . For nonzero f , the geometry is locally asymptotically AdS 5 × S 5 , implying that the UV limit of the dual gauge theory is N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory. This geometry has the exotic property that, when 4R 2 f 2 > 1, closed timelike curves are present; they are absent when 4R 2 f 2 ≤ 1 [23] . These closed timelike curves appear in the boundary, as well as the bulk, which implies that they are present on the background of the dual gauge theory. It has been shown that the holographic energy-momentum tensor remains finite, which might be interpreted as a hint that the AdS/CFT correspondence is still valid in the presence of closed timelike curves. Of course, it is certainly possible that these closed timelike curves are simply a sign that the solution is not physical past an upper bound on f [24] .
The 10-dimensional metric can be written in the form (4.6) together with (4.10) and (4.11). Computing the Hodge dual terms in F (5) explicitly gives the relevant term (3.7) with
The resulting deformed solution is given by the expression (2.16) along with the 5-form in (4.12).
AdS 5 magnetic string
We will now discuss the deformations of a five-dimensional magnetic string solution which can be embedded in N = 2 gauged supergravity 12 [25, 26] . This solution arises from the system 12 It has been shown that this solution solves first-order equations which come from a superpotential [43] . studied in section 3 when the three U(1) gauge fields are all equally-charged and the scalars are constant. However, as previously mentioned, in this case some fields acquire fractional spins, which might be a sign that this solution is not well-behaved [20] . Nevertheless, it is a simple and exact solution which shares some of the properties of other solutions which arise from the system discussed in section 3. The five-dimensional solution is given by
The geometry interpolates between AdS 3 × H 2 , where H 2 is hyperbolic 2-plane, at short distance and locally AdS 5 at large distance. At short distance, the supersymmetry is enhanced by a factor of two [26] . The charge of the U(1) gauge field is uniquely determined by a supersymmetry condition.
This solution can be lifted to type IIB theory, where it preserves two supersymmetries. Using the dimensional reduction ansätz given in [17] , one can see that the ten-dimensional metric has the form (4.4), where ds 2 5 is given in (4.14) and A (1) = 1 3 cosh φ 1 dφ 2 . The self-dual five-form is given by
where we take the Hodge dual with respect to the five-dimensional metric (4.14) . Then the ten-dimensional metric can be written in the form (4.6).
Computing the Hodge dual terms in F (5) explicitly gives (3.7) where
The resulting deformed solution is given by the expression (2.16) along with the 5-form in (4.16) . Like the solutions discussed in section 3, this may be dual to an four-dimensional N = 4 superconformal field theory in the UV limit which flows to a two-dimensional (2, 2) superconformal field theory in the IR region.
AdS 5 flux-brane/anti-bubble
The magnetic string geometry of the previous subsection and some of the five-dimensional geometries discussed in section 3 are locally AdS 5 in the UV limit and AdS 3 × H 2 in the IR region. In fact, the same AdS 3 ×H 2 fixed point can interpolate to two different asymptotically locally AdS 5 spacetimes. For the previously-discussed case, the local AdS 5 geometry has a boundary Minkowski 2 × H 2 . This is because there is an H 2 component of the metric, with a warping factor, throughout the flow. It is also possible to maintain an AdS 3 component, again with a warping factor, all along the flow. In this case, the warp factor depends on a "radial" coordinate which lies within the H 2 rather than AdS 3 , and the asymptotically locally AdS 5 has the boundary AdS 3 × S 1 . Therefore, this gravity solution may correspond to an N = 4 twisted field theory on the AdS 3 × S 1 boundary. This five-dimensional solution [27] is given by
and ǫ (3) is the volume-form of the unit AdS 3 . This solution is related to the supersymmetric AdS 5 naked singularity discussed in section 2 via a double Wick rotation. This solution is completely regular as long as the x direction takes on an appropriate period. This was initially called flux-brane because the supporting magnetic two-form field strength F (2) is proportional to the entire transverse space spanned by the coordinates r and x [27] . More recently, it has been referred to as an anti-bubble [28] .
Lifting this solution to type IIB theory with the ansätz given in [17] yields a ten-dimensional metric of the form (4.4) with ds 2 5 given by (4.18) and A (1) = R 2r 2 dx. The self-dual five-form is given by
where the µ i are given by (4.5) . Then the 10-dimensional metric can be written in the form (4.6) with Dϕ i and A i ψ given by (4.8). The term in F (5) which is relevant for the deformation is (3.7) where
The resulting deformed solution is given by the expression (2.16) along with the 5-form in (4.20) . The deformed dual field theory is a four-dimensional N = 4 superconformal field theory on AdS 3 × S 1 in the UV limit and flows to a two-dimensional (2, 2) superconformal field theory in the IR region.
Nonsupersymmetric deformations
We now turn to a couple of examples of deformations which do not preserve any supersymmetry. Both of the initial solutions are generalizations of the N = 4 Coulomb branch flow discussed in section 2. In section 5.1, we discuss an N = 1 supersymmetric generalization given in [29, 30] . Although the initial solution is supersymmetric, the resulting solution is nonsupersymmetric since the deformation involves the direction associated with the U(1) R-symmetry. In section 5.2, we consider a case in which the initial solution itself is nonsupersymmetric. In particular, we consider the near-horizon limit of a nonextremal rotating D3-brane, which corresponds to the gauge theory being at finite temperature [18] .
N = 1 Pilch-Warner flow
There is a three-parameter family of type IIB supergravity solutions which correspond to N = 1 supersymmetric holographic RG flows [29, 30] . Two of the parameters represent independent scalar masses or vevs and the third represents a single fermion mass. The tendimensional metric of the full solution is given by [29, 30] 
where the warp factor is
and the metric of the five-dimensional internal space is given by
From the five-dimensional gauged supergravity perspective, the three scalar fields χ(r), ν(r) and ρ(r) satisfy first-order equations which arise from a superpotential. The fermion mass vanishes asymptotically when χ = 0, where the solution reduces to that of the near-horizon region of an ellipsoidal distribution of extremal D3-branes (2.2). This limit, which we have already discussed in section 2, is associated with the Coulomb branch flows of the N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory. When ν = 1, this system reduces to the Pilch-Warner flows [31, 32] , which correspond to the Leigh-Strassler renormalization flow studied in [5] . We will focus on this limit, in which case the solution can be written as 13
The functions X 1 , X 2 , w r , w θ and a i depend on r and θ and are given by (B.1), (B.2) and (B.3). They are written in terms of the scalar fields χ(r) and ρ(r), which satisfy the supersymmetric flow equations [44] of five-dimensional gauged supergravity. These flow equations also involve the metric function A(r), although no explicit closed analytic solutions are known.
The dilaton-axion scalar field remains constant along this flow. The complex two-form field corresponds to non-zero fermion masses in the super Yang-Mills theory. The geometry has SU(2) × U(1) β isometry, which contains a U(1) η × U(1) β subgroup. The U(1) η × U(1) β correspond to the η and β directions along which we will be applying the SL(2, R) transformations. At large distance, the solution has the maximally supersymmetric geometry AdS 5 × S 5 , which is dual to N = 4 superconformal Yang-Mills theory. At short distance, the geometry is a warped product of AdS 5 and the internal space, which corresponds to the IR N = 1 superconformal fixed point of the Leigh-Strassler flow [5] .
We will now express this solution in the form given by equation (A.7) in [4] , in order to 13 This form of the solution can be obtained by taking φ → φ − β in the solution of [32] in order to absorb the β dependence on two-form potential. The U (1) β symmetry under which Φ 1 , Φ 2 and Φ 3 have charges (1/2, 1/2, 0) exists if we allow the mass m of the chiral superfield Φ 3 to rotate by a phase [30] :
However, since the original φ rotation generates U (1) R symmetry, after this shift, still β rotation is related to this U (1) R symmetry. In other words, contrary to the previous case, one of the U (1)'s we take should contain U (1) R implying that the supersymmetry is broken completely.
apply their deformation procedure:
The index m stands for 1 and 2 that are the coordinates β and η for two torus and the indices µ, ν stand for the remaining 8-dimensional coordinates and
Also, the metric functions are given by
The coefficient functions in B NS (2) and C RR (2) are given by (B.4), and the functions c i are given in (B.5). The resulting nonsupersymmetric type IIB deformed metric in the string frame is given by 8) and the dilaton-axion scalar fields 14 are
One can also straightforwardly compute the deformed form-fields by inputting the above initial solution into the deformation formulae in [4] but the results are too long to present.
At the UV fixed point, this deformed solution reduces to a particular nonsupersymmetric marginal deformation of AdS 5 × S 5 which was found in [33] .
Nonextremal rotating D3-brane
We now consider the nonextremal rotating D3-brane solution of type IIB theory. This solution is nonsupersymmetric and is conjectured to correspond to the Coulomb branch of a field theory at finite temperature. For the particular case in which all three angular momenta are equal, the gravity solution is given by [18] ds 2 10 =
, F (5) = dC (4) + * dC (4) ,
We have defined R 4 ≡ 2m sinh 2 δ. The quantities R, ℓ and m parameterize the D3-brane charge, angular momenta and energy above extremality, respectively. The extremal limit m = 0 corresponds to a static distribution of D3-branes, as was discussed in section 2. In particular, here the D3-branes would be uniformly distributed on the surface of a 5-sphere. For ℓ 4 < 8 27 m, there is an event horizon around the singularity. This has been interpreted as the high-density and high-temperature deconfined phase of the dual field theory. For ℓ 4 > 8 27 m, the Hawking temperature vanishes and there is no longer an event horizon hiding the singularity. There are indications that this marks the transition from the deconfined high-density phase of the dual field theory to the Coulomb phase at finite density [46] .
The metric can be written in the form given by (2.5) with
The c i functions are given by (B.6). The deformed solution can be expressed as (2.16) together with the F (5) given in (5.10). One can straightforwardly dualize F (5) to obtain the explicit expression for dA (2) which is too long to present.
Further directions
We have considered supersymmetric deformations of various type IIB supergravity backgrounds which exhibit flows away from an asymptotically locally AdS 5 × S 5 fixed point. This includes the near-horizon limit of a static ellipsoidal distribution of D3-branes which, after the deformations, corresponds to a region along the Coulomb branch of N = 1 super Yang Mills theory. The marginal deformation of AdS 5 × S 5 considered in [4] lies in the UV limit of the deformation of this solution, and the deformed superpotential does not change as one moves onto the Coulomb branch. However, there still remains a short-distance naked singularity on the surface of D3-branes in the gravity solution. This singularity can be hidden by an event horizon if the D3-branes rotate in the transverse space. This breaks supersymmetry and corresponds to giving the dual field theory at finite temperature. In order for the solution still be supersymmetric, the D3-branes must also have a specific amount of rotation within their worldvolume as well [21] . We also discuss the deformations of these solutions. Another example of type IIB flows away from AdS 5 ×S 5 is provided by D3-branes wrapped on a (quotiented) hyperbolic 2-cycle [20] . This describes a twisted field theory [19] which, upon deformation, exhibits a flow "across dimensions" from an N = 1 four-dimensional superconformal field theory to a (2, 2) two-dimensional superconformal field theory. The four-dimensional field theory lives on a Minkowski 2 × H 2 background. We also consider the deformation when the four-dimensional field theory lives on AdS 3 × S 1 [27] , although the dual twisted field theory has not yet been identified. Note that, after the deformations, all of these solutions still exhibit conformal fixed-points at both ends of the flow.
For all of our examples, we could have also considered dipole deformations by involving a worldvolume direction in the SL(3, R) transformation [13] . In particular, for the cases in which the four-dimensional field theory lives on Minkowski 2 × H 2 or AdS 3 × S 1 , this could involve one direction of H 2 or the S 1 direction, respectively. Then this is a dipole deformation of the four-dimensional UV field theory and a marginal deformation of the two-dimensional IR field theory. RG flows which connect these different types of deformations are rather novel.
There are a number of other type IIB solutions which are asymptotically AdS 5 × S 5 and can be deformed by the technique of [4] . Such possibilities include a subclass of the bubbling AdS solutions found in [47] and AdS 5 black holes with fermionic hair [48] . One can also apply similar deformations to the AdS 3 × S 3 × S 3 × S 1 background. Possible holographic duals of this gravity background have been discussed in [49] . The initial two-dimensional field theory has large N = 4 superconformal symmetry, due to the SU(2) × SU(2) R-symmetry.
Depending on which directions of the gravity dual are used for the deformation, the deformed field theory might have N = (2, 2), (0, 4) or small (4, 4) supersymmetry.
We have also presented two types of nonsupersymmetric generalizations of the deformations of Coulomb branch flows. There is an N = 1 supersymmetric flow [29, 30] which encompasses the N = 4 Coulomb branch flow [18] and the N = 1 Pilch-Warner flow [32] .
The deformation is nonsupersymmetric, since it involves the direction associated with the U(1) R-symmetry. This is clearly not the gravity dual of an N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory which has undergone both marginal and relevant deformations [40] , since the resulting solution would need to be supersymmetric. In fact, it would be interesting to find the gravity dual for this, which may require a deformation technique that does not involve T-duality. Anyway, one can also apply this deformation procedure to the N = 2 supersymmetric RG flow solution found in [50, 51] , although the result will also be nonsupersymmetric. There are also eleven-dimensional flows which can be deformed analogously, such as the ones described in [52, 53, 54] .
There is also a nonsupersymmetric generalization of the Coulomb branch flow which corresponds to the gauge theory being at finite temperature [18] . The initial solution is already nonsupersymmetric, which means there are actually three directions which can be paired up for the deformations with a chain of dualities and shifts. This yields a solution with six deformation parameters which reduces to the solution discussed in [33, 34, 35] in the UV limit. There, it was found that a three-parameter case of the latter solution has an associated string sigma model which is integrable. We do not know if this property of integrability survives away from the UV limit. It would also be interesting to see if these deformations affect the thermodynamical stability domains of the gravity solution. Appendix A Components of dA (2) in section 3
The terms in F (5) which yield contributions to the two-forms of the deformed solution can be written in terms of dA (2) , whose components are given by and the complex two-form potential involves the coefficient functions a 1 (r, θ) = 2 g 2 c θ tanh χ , a 2 (r, θ) = ρ 6 g 2 X 1 c 2 θ s θ tanh χ ,
3)
The complex two-form potential can be written in terms of RR and NS-NS two-form potentials C RR (2) and B NS (2) , whose components are given by where all unspecified components are zero. Notice that C RR (2) (φ) = B NS (2) (φ + π/2). The c i functions are given by
